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1. Introduction

Prior research in supply chain management (SCM) focuses
extensively on firm-level effects of buyer–supplier relationships. A
number of studies test the assertion that sourcing inputs via
collaborative relationships with a few key suppliers is superior to
sourcing inputs through adversarial relationships with many
suppliers (Chen et al., 2004; Balakrishnan and Geunes, 2004;
Parker and Anderson, 2002; Helper, 1991). Such studies provide
evidence that consolidated sourcing yields cost savings and other
benefits for buying firms (Guimaraes et al., 2002; Helper and Sako,
1995; Krause and Ellram, 1997). But the literature’s emphasis on
dyadic relationships, purchasing strategies, and firm-level data
analyses leaves two phenomena largely unexplored. First, a natural
by-product of supply consolidation among buying firms is sales
concentration among selling firms, which may have important
implications for selling firms and their extended supply chains
(SCs). Second, prior studies focus on firm-level effects of SC
relationships despite the fact that SCM is an inter-firm phenom-
enon. We address these gaps in the literature by examining: (1) the
chain-level financial performance effects of SC relationships, (2)
the drivers of chain-level performance, (3) the distribution of SC
relationships’ performance effects across chain members, and (4)

the roles of upstream and downstream relationship characteristics
as drivers of performance at various positions along the SC.

Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 131 (1997)
requires firms selling more than 10% of their total sales to a single
customer to disclose that fact in their financial statements, and
such firms often disclose the identity of their major customer
(MC).1 These MC disclosures, in combination with other archival
financial data, provide a rich data source for extending prior SCM
research that utilizes primary data. We exploit the MC disclosures
to construct concentrated 3-firm supply chains (hereafter, ‘‘CSCs’’
or ‘‘chains’’) – i.e., interconnected firms in which at least 10% of one
firm’s (hereafter, a Supplier’s) sales are to a single firm (a Seller),
which in turn makes at least 10% of its sales to a third firm (a
Buyer). Our tests of the aggregate financial performance of these
CSCs and our analyses of the performance of the Suppliers, Sellers,
and Buyers comprising the chains are consistent with recent calls
for more operations and SCM research that utilizes secondary data
(Boyer and Swink, 2008; Roth, 2007; Fisher, 2007) and extends the
unit of analysis beyond SC dyads (Wu and Choi, 2005).

Many firms now integrate their SCs (Mitra and Singhal, 2008;
Pagell, 2004; Srivastava et al., 1999), and prior research asserts that
doing so enhances performance (Petersen et al., 2005; Rai et al.,
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A B S T R A C T

This study reports evidence that concentrated 3-firm supply chains achieve superior financial

performance, and that supply chains’ financial performance varies systematically with measures of chain

concentration and chain duration. Results from firm-level analyses suggest that the profitability benefits

of supply chain relationships are captured predominantly by downstream chain members, whereas cash

cycle benefits are realized throughout the supply chain. Firm-level tests also reveal that chain members’

financial performance varies systematically with measures of downstream bargaining power,

downstream relationship duration, and degree of supply consolidation. The study’s chain- and firm-

level analyses employ data extracted from sample firms’ publicly available financial reports, including

their major customer disclosures under Statement of Financial Accounting Standards Nos. 131 (1997)

and 14 (1976).
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2006; Narasimhan and Kim, 2002). This study’s first contribution is
its investigation of the aggregate financial performance of CSCs.
Our CSC- (or chain-) level tests are a significant departure from prior
research focused on firm-level effects of SCM (Yeung, 2007; Swink
et al., 2007; Vickery et al., 2003; Rosenzweig et al., 2003). We first
consider whether CSCs produce superior financial performance.
We then examine whether two CSC attributes, concentration and
duration, are drivers of chain-level performance. In light of recent
assertions that competitive advantage is now derived from
competition among SCs, rather than competition among firms
(Harland et al., 2007; Lorenzoni and Lipparini, 1999; Spekman
et al., 1998; Dyer and Singh, 1998; Dyer, 1996), our evidence on the
magnitude and drivers of chain-level performance is an important
extension of prior research.

In firm-level analyses, we first address an intriguing question
that has received scant attention in the literature (Crook and
Combs, 2007): How are any chain-level benefits arising from the
establishment of SCs distributed across chain members? Our
analyses produce some insights consistent with prior studies that
utilize proprietary data and perceptual measures to examine firm-
level effects of SC relationships. However, the analyses also suggest
that some SC-related performance effects are distributed across
chain members differently than others.

Finally, we construct proxies for chain members’ downstream
bargaining power, MC relationship duration, and consolidation of
purchasing among suppliers naming them as a MC. We examine
the associations of these proxies with chain members’ financial
performance, and provide new insights into the drivers of specific
financial metrics for SC members.

The next section develops hypotheses. Section 3 describes the
sample selection and the construction of financial performance
metrics and related benchmarks. Section 4 (Section 5) describes
chain-level (firm-level) tests and related results. Results of
sensitivity analyses are described in Section 6. Section 7 discusses
the study’s main findings. Section 8 identifies the study’s
limitations and offers suggestions for future research. Section 9
concludes.

2. Hypotheses development

Section 2.1 relies on an intersection of transaction cost
economics (TCE) and the knowledge-based view of the firm
(KBV) in developing three chain-level hypotheses. Section 2.2
develops four firm-level hypotheses based on prior research
examining power and dependence in exchange relationships.
We posit that certain attributes of CSCs2 or CSC members affect
financial performance – i.e., return on assets, profit margin, asset
turnover, and cash cycle. In all tests, performance is benchmarked
against that of size-matched industry peers. At the firm level,
metrics are calculated using traditional formulae. At the chain
level, metrics are calculated as the aggregate performance of the
firms comprising the CSCs. Section 3 and Appendix A provide
further details regarding sample selection and variable measure-
ment.

2.1. Chain-level hypotheses

Traditional SC relationships entail limited collaboration, short-
term relationships, and low flexibility (Yeung, 2007; De Toni and
Nassimbeni, 1999; Spekman et al., 1998). Trading partners are
deemed interchangeable, and trade occurs as discrete transactions

(Macneil, 1980; Dwyer et al., 1987; Lusch and Brown, 1996). In
contrast, under modern SCM, SCs are managed as unified systems
(Vickery et al., 2003). Integration of processes across firms
improves efficiency and differentiates products (Arend and
Wisner, 2005), and collaborative relationships drive cost reduc-
tions, enhanced sales forecasting and inventory management, and
indirect benefits such as improved delivery performance (Loch and
Terwiesch, 2005; Cousins and Menguc, 2006; Cooper and Ellram,
1993). Modern SCM exhibits relational exchange, with collabora-
tion, leveraging of SC members’ capabilities, and sharing of benefits
and burdens expected to increase payoffs (Spekman et al., 1998;
Dwyer et al., 1987; Macneil, 1980).

Ketchen and Hult (2007a) assert that several organization
theories could help describe, explain, and predict SC phenomena.3

One such theory, TCE (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1979, 1985), offers
a natural fit in SCM research (Ketchen and Hult, 2007b). TCE
maintains that the combination of uncertainty, managers’
bounded rationality, and exchange parties’ tendency to act
opportunistically creates transaction costs, and that the primary
objective in organizing trade is to minimize such costs within and
between firms (Ketchen and Hult, 2007b). Settings with low
transaction costs favor the market as a mechanism for governing
trade, whereas high transaction cost settings favor governance
within a firm. While TCE is clearest for these pure forms of
governance, the theory is also helpful in contemplating why an
intermediate structure, such as a SC, might be an optimal trade
governance mechanism (Grover and Malhotra, 2003; Rabinovich
et al., 2007).

Williamson (1985) proposes four types of transaction costs –
search, contracting, monitoring, and enforcement. SCM could
reduce all four costs, relative to their levels in open market trade.
Consolidating a large and complex supply base could reduce
upstream search costs, and collaborative, long-term relationships
with upstream and downstream partners could reduce contract-
ing, monitoring, and enforcement costs (Zhao et al., 2007; Das
et al., 2006; Choi and Krause, 2006; Corsten and Kumar, 2005).
Transaction costs have also been viewed as consisting of
coordination costs and transaction risk (Clemons et al., 1993).
Coordination costs are the costs of exchanging information and
incorporating it into a decision; transaction risk is the risk that a
trading party will shirk their responsibilities (Grover and Malhotra,
2003). In market-based trade, unfamiliarity with a trade partner
(e.g., due to a short-term, low volume relationship) precludes
reliance on efficiency-enhancing norms and increases the like-
lihood that the partner will shirk their responsibilities. In such a
setting, coordination costs and transaction risk may both be high.
The establishment of long-term, coordinated SCs is a potential
means of reducing such costs.

TCE supports the notion that SC trade, compared to market
trade, may entail lower transaction costs. But TCE is less helpful in
understanding why SC trade would be preferred to organizing an
activity within a firm (e.g., producing, rather than outsourcing, a
component part), since transaction costs are likely higher under
the SC alternative. Grant’s (1996) KBV is useful in contemplating
why an intermediate governance mechanism may be superior to
organizing activity within a firm. Under KBV, knowledge is the
most strategically important of a firm’s resources – it is the critical
input in production and the primary source of value. Grant (1996)
asserts that KBV may explain recent business trends, such as the
establishment of inter-firm alliances. In the present setting, KBV

2 To reiterate, a concentrated 3-firm supply chain, which we refer to throughout

the paper as either a ‘‘CSC’’ or a ‘‘chain,’’ is comprised of an upstream Supplier, a

mid-stream Seller, and a downstream Buyer. Such entities are referred to as ‘‘hybrid

organizations’’ by Menard (2004) and others because they reside between TCE’s

hierarchies and markets.

3 In developing hypotheses, we draw primarily on transaction cost economics

and the knowledge-based view of the firm. For an overview of how other theories

(i.e., agency, resource dependency, institutional, strategic choice, network, social

capital, and game theories) might be used in SCM research, see Ketchen and Hult

(2007b).
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